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fn tin- early l
c>50s a fixed hydrophone airay was .set up off the coasl ol New Zealand. The

local ocean environment is characterised by a complex OCeaaOgraphic structure, but thcrC
.'. *s. confident expectation that tliis installation would help provide an understanding of the

phenotftcttu involved in tlu- propagation onovv-frecjuencv sound in local conditions Someof
iik SUTPT1SC8 experienced in this evniuiiiuhoii oi the acoustic properties ol the ocean,

including a report of the first probable acoustic encounter with the humpback vrflfljc in the
Southern Hemisphere, are d< crU : 01 thus personal account. G New /.calami marine
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The submnnne almost won World War II for

Germany (Rugc, 1 957). That the allies eventually

achieved superiority in the Battle of the Atlantic

was due largely to the development of radar and
its joint deployment with sonar (Kemp. 1957).

Both systems involve the transmission of a

directional pulse Of energy (electromagnetic in

die case of radarand acoustic in that of sonar) and
the detection ofany echo returned by an illuminated

target.

On typical anti-submarine warfare vessel

the time, the sonar operated ea. l0-20kl I/., used

transducers of about lm in diameter, and
achieved detection ranges of aboul 10km li w;i-.

well known at the time that the attenuation of
sound in the ocean decreased almost linearly wilh

the frequency of the sound used and that

improved performance should be achieved at

lower frequencies. However, if the frequency

was reduced to achieve a longer detection range,

the transducer size had to increase to achieve

comparable directionality; so that engineering

problems severely constrained the use of lower

frequencies in ship-home sonars.

In the post-war period interest switched from
"active' to "passive' systems, in which the aim
was to detect and locate the self-noise generated

by an underwater source (like a submarine),

rather than au echo produced by reflected

radiation. Such an approach could potentially

exploit the thousand-fold decrease in attenuation

1 1 iiit results when the acoustic frequency of
interest is reduced from 10.0001 1/ to 1 00Hz* But
any such change called for a better understanding

o\' the factors influencing long-range trans-

mission in the ocean and its ambient noise. These
requirements led to the introduction of a new

branch ol naval science into the dflft

Organisations Ol many countries, including
Australia and New Zealand. As with main
branches Ol oceanography, (he propagation oi

sound in the sea and its noise have been oi im-

portance to whale .studies Significant contributions

have arisen from many activities, including those

in Australia (Cato, 1991; Hunter, 10%). Ibis

account deals with some of the early experiences

ill New Zealand.

PROPAGATIONSTUDIES

1)1 I LOTION OFOCEANOGRAPHJCFRON
In an experiment for evaluating the propagation

properties Oi the ocean, a hydrophone is deployed
from a receiving ship while another ship (or an

aircraft) drops sound signals as it opens range

Such a procedure was used to establish the fee tors

controlling propagation in New Zealand's | n

tinental waters and to investigate any seasonal

variation that occurred. On other occasions New
Zealand's unique position mthe Southern Ocean
allowed examination of longer oceanic paths

One of the first of these experiments involved

propagation across the Tasman Sea (Kibblevvhite

& Denham, [967), An aircraft dropped
explosives as it llew towards Australia and the

signals were received on a hydrophone laid off

the southern fiords of west New Zealand
Amongst other information, the experiment
dcmonsiiatcd for the first time that oceano
graphic fronts, like the Subtropical Convergence,

could be identified and positioned acoustically by

the change in transmission characteristics

observed fts the source moved Ifom one water

mass to another. The trial also demonstrated, in a

very effective wav. the difference between the
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FIG. 1. Project Neptune, Southern Ocean transmission paths.

speed of sound in water and that of electro-

magnetic radiation in the atmosphere. After the

pilot's last 'bomb's away' message on the radio

there was a delay of nearly 20 minutes before the

sound of the detonation reached us in NewZealand,

approximately 1,800km away. Other acoustic

experiments have subsequently demonstrated the

presence of similar fronts in other oceans
(Kibblewhite & Browning, 1978).

PROJECTNEPTUNE. Transmission paths of

even greater length were involved in Project

Neptune. In this experiment an aircraft of the US
Airforce dropped sound signals along the two
legs of a flight path from Bermuda to Capetown
and Capetown to Perth. Recordings of the

resulting acoustic signals were made in New
Zealand during the second leg of the flight

(Kibblewhite, Denham & Barker, 1965). The
transmission path for the most distant of the

signals received was approximately 10,000km,

nearly one quarter of the Earth's circumference.

In spite of the distances involved, the results

demonstrated that a propagation path existed

through the Southern Ocean, provided the great

circle path between source and receiver was clear

of intervening topography (Fig. 1). In all cases

the signal character was consistent with the travel

path passing through at least three different water

masses. The results provided, however, further

confirmation of the remarkable effectiveness of

the deep ocean in transmitting low-frequency

sound.

CHASEV. In the 1960s the difficulty of dis-

tinguishing between a natural seismic event and a

covert nuclear explosion presented a serious

impediment to the negotiation of a nuclear

test-ban treaty. The Chase V experiment was
designed to help resolve these difficulties by
monitoring the seismic and acoustic signals

produced by a large underwater explosion. In this

project an old Liberty ship containing 1 ,000 tons

of TNT was scuttled at a specific location off

Cape Mendocino and set to explode at the depth

of the SOFARchannel axis (Fig. 2). Our
participation involved monitoring any signals

which might reach NewZealand (Kibblewhite &
Denham, 1969).

It transpired that, not only was a direct arrival

observed, but another hour went by before

reverberations from topography throughout the

Pacific Ocean gradually died away. The first

arrival, which took 90 minutes to cross the

Pacific, confirmed that a direct water path from

Cape Mendocino to New Zealand existed, in

spite of the extensive intervening topography.

The length of the transmission path was again

nearly one quarter of the Earth's circumference.
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FIG. 2. CHASEV, transmission paths.

Six major echoes in the reverberation following

the main arrival were particularly striking. These
signals were subsequently identified with
reflections from Henderson and Pitcaim Islands,

and large underwater mountains on the Tuamotu
Ridge which were undiscovered at the time

(Kibblewhite & Denham, 1971 ).

This evidence of a direct acoustic path from

North America to NewZealand, together with the

evidence from Project Neptune, pointed to the

possibility that a deep-water path might exist

from the west to the east coasts of the North

American mainland, a distance of nearly half the

Earth's circumference.

AMBIENTSEANOISE

HUMPBACKWHALESONG. Whatever the

propagation conditions encountered (and it is

apparent that they can be very favourable at low

frequencies), the successful detection and locat-

ion of an acoustic source by passive techniques

will depend ultimately on the relative strengths of

the signal generated by the source and the local

sea noise at the listening site. Ambient sea noise

is thus as critical as propagation in the successful

application of underwater sound. Because a

proper understanding of any geophysical process

requires long-term study, it was decided to base

investigations of this parameter on a fixed,

semi-permanent hydrophone installation, located

off Great Barrier Island (Fig. 3).

Preparation for the installation of this facility

extended over a year. A large sum of money was
committed to the purchase of armoured cable, the

commissioning of a cable ship to lay the cables,

construction of large underwater tripods,
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FIG. 3. Great Barrier Island, the Taupo- White Island-

Raoul Island volcanic zone and the South Kermadec
Ridge seamounts.

purchase of land, construction of a laboratory and

living quarters on an isolated island, a training

course to acclimatise divers for work in the water

depths involved and even the purchase of Model
3 of the first television camera employed in

underwater exploration (which was built to

support the search for the Comet aircraft that

crashed in the Mediterranean about that time).

Further, the deployment was not completed
without drama. There were ship strikes, cables

became wrapped around ship's screws and near

groundings resulted, divers collapsed underwater

and the hours at sea were long and exacting.

However, the time finally came to connect the

underwater array to the shore electronics, albeit

in temporary accommodation. A few of us were

working late on a cold night to achieve this. We
could well have waited till the morning but

curiosity drove us on. Wedid not know exactly

what to expect but were smugly confident that we
would be listening in to one of the quietest

environments in the ocean. Instead we were
'blasted' by some biological community in full

song. Our expectations of the hoped for 'silent

sea' were certainly not fulfilled.

As it turned out we were unknowingly eaves-

dropping on migrating humpback whales. This

activity, dubbed by the staff as the 'Barnyard
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FIG. 4. Humpback whale song recorded off Great
Barrier Island 1960.

Chorus', could persist for days at a time (Fig. 4).

It was most marked between June to December,

during the annual migration. Incidence declined

to low levels after 1961, no doubt due to the

impact of a local whaling operation (Dawbin,

1967).

Two features of this early encounter are

noteworthy. First, the apparent disregard of the

whales to the harpoon that was routinely fired in

their midst during this period (Fig. 4, 2 August

1960) and second, the activity encountered was
probably the first acoustic experience of hump-
back whale song in the Southern Hemisphere

(Kibblewhite etal., 1967).

OTHERBIOLOGICAL SOURCES. Signals

from other biological sources were observed,

although less frequently, at several sites around
New Zealand. These signals were too low in

frequency to be recorded satisfactorily by the

tape recorders then available. However typical

features could be established (Kibblewhite et ah,

1967).

20-second Pulse. The '20-second pulse' was so

named by virtue of its pulse length. The
spectrogram (line a) at the top of Fig. 5 and the

higher speed presentation at the bottom of this

figure (line f) show the pulse as a function of
frequency and time. The 1/3 octave analysis

given in lines (b) and (c) show the pulse is an

almost pure tone of about 23Hz. Record (d)

indicates the regularity and spacing of a pulse

sequence. (The 1/3 octave resolution of these

early spectra was the best achievable before

computers gave us access to modem spectral

analysis.)

5 -second Pulse. The '5-second pulse' was similar

in character but shorter in length and not so pure

in tone. The dominant frequency was again

around 25Hz. Pulses of similar type were also

observed at other sites around NewZealand, and
a call-answer sequence was often observed. The
signals were attributed to whales but no
particular species was identified. Even so these

observations of long, low-frequency pulses in the

South Pacific were reassuring to the acousticians

in the Northern Hemisphere as they confirmed

that the pulses were a worldwide phenomena and

not necessarily a new weapon of the cold war.

Examples are given in figs 4, 5 and 6 of Kibble-

white et al. (1967).

Significance of the 25Hz Band. The 25Hz band,

in which many whale calls operate, coincides

with that at which the attenuation of sound in the

deep ocean is a minimum (Kibblewhite &
Hampton, 1980). Given optimum propagation

conditions, whale calls of this type could

therefore be expected to travel long distances. In

our early experiments we estimated source levels

of the above pulses were about 50Pa/Hz at one
metre. Using expected spreading and attenuation

rates for deep water, we then estimated that

measurable signals might prevail at distances of

several thousand kilometres. Speculative as this

was at the time, the US Navy has recently

reported tracking a particular whale for several

weeks as it moved along the European coast and

that they did this from a SOSSUSstation on the

other side of the Atlantic. If whale hearing is as

good as ours, they have a remarkable com-
munication system.

Further evidence of the long distances whale
signals can travel is provided by the comparison
of the spectra of Fig. 6, which were recorded in

the North and South Pacific Oceans (Kibblewhite

et al., 1 976). The northern spectrum was recorded

by a hydrophone moored in deep water in the

middle of the Pacific, with excellent propagation
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FIG. 5. '20-second' pulse. A, sonograms of two pulses. B, C, 1/3 octave spectra. D, pulse sequences. E, 1/3 octave

envelopes, pulse B. F, visicorder record, pulse B.

occurring in all directions. The southern spectrum

was recorded in coastal water. The influence of
whales and shipping in the North Pacific is clear

in the spectral difference.

EVENING CHORUS. The 'Barnyard Chorus'

was not the only component of the sea noise to

dispel the concept that the sea was an essentially

quiet environment. Experience quickly revealed

that a significant increase in noise level occurred

twice each day. The larger increase occurred just

around sunset and became known as the

'Evening Chorus', the smaller increase just

before sunrise as the 'Morning Chorus'. The
spectral peak in each case was around 1.2kHz
(Fig- 7).

Measurements at numerous sites in the region

confirmed a similar diurnal activity and showed it

was influenced by the level of solar intensity,

both daily and seasonal. Investigations revealed

that the commonsea egg (Evechinus chloroticus),

which is endemic around NewZealand, was the

most likely source and that the spectral peak
observed was related to the acoustic response of
the animal during feeding. A comprehensive
review of this work, which includes a comparison
with similar biological choruses observed by
Cato and others in Australian waters was
compiled by Denham in 1994.

VOLCANISM. In the early days of operation, the

sea-noise spectrum off Great Barrier Island was
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FIG. 6. Comparison of ambient noise spectra in the

North and South Pacific Ocean.

at times also distorted by an intermittent low-

frequency component. Wecame to realise that

this distortion was the result of a genuine acoustic

source, but in this case one of geophysical rather

than biological origin, and ultimately traced it to

underwater volcanism only 300km from
Auckland (Kibblewhite, 1966). The active

volcano lies on a line joining the active volcanic

centre in the middle of the North Island with

corresponding activity around Raoul Island (Fig.

3). A better picture of the level of activity became
apparent when transistor technology allowed an

improvement of the station's capability in 1 963.

INFLUENCEOF SEASTATEONAMBIENT
NOISE

SEA NOISE DURINGHIGH ANDLOWSEA
STATES. While many sources contribute to noise

in the sea, the local sea state usually provides the

major input. As the spectra of Fig. 8 demonstrate,

sea surface agitation and wind can significantly

modify the local spectrum between 12Hz and

1200Hz. The minimum levels shown in these

NewZealand spectra are low by world standards

and reflect the country's isolation. While oi~

interest in themselves, such levels posed the

question as to how low the sea noise would
become, if the surface-generated component
could be eliminated completely. The calm waters

under the ice-sheet at McMurdo Sound appeared

to offer the ideal environment in which to make
this assessment (Kibblewhite & Jones, 1976).

An exploratory programme was spent adopting

instrumentation to withstand the rigours of the

climate and in a second season of operation

successful recordings were made. As a further

example of the misconceptions characterising the

study of this subject, we encountered an acoustic

environment completely different from the one
expected. The most immediately apparent
feature was the high, and almost continuous,

level of the biological activity. The chorus of the

local seal community was the dominant feature

but signals produced by cracking ice and
humpback whales (perhaps up to 30km away)
were also recognisable. Activity of this intensity

persisted throughout the two weeks of operation

and it proved difficult to identify any 'quiet'

06 09

N Z TIME

FIG. 7. Spectral contours of the ambient noise level showing the rise in activity at sunset and sunrise.
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periods at all. An uncontaminated sea-noise

spectrum at low wind speed was however ob-

tained. Spectral levels did indeed lie substantially

below those normally associated with sea-state

zero (Fig. 9).

INFRASONIC SEA NOISE. Our initial

experience of sea-noise at frequencies below
1 OHz occurred when transistor technology first

made it possible to incorporate an amplifier in the

housing of the underwater hydrophone. For the

first experiment a cut-off frequency of 1Hz was
selected.

Deployment of this system went very well and

all were admiring its quality when a moderately

severe storm blew up. To our dismay sea-noise

levels rose alarmingly (in spite of the depth of

deployment —approx. 250m) and eventually

overloaded the underwater electronics. Tests

showed that nearly all of this

unexpected noise occurred in

the new band below 1 OHz. The
hydrophone system was
recovered and the low
frequency response of the

underwater amplifier adjusted,

just in time to record the signal
g

from the CHASEV explosion
|

described earlier. The ex- ?

perience was again completely s

unexpected. I

Some of the features of this

infrasonic component of the

sea-noise spectrum were
established at the time but a

full understanding had to

await the technological
developments which were to

appear some 20 years later.
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FIG. 9. Sea-state spectra at low wind speeds under the

McMurdo Sound ice sheet.

Investigations by acousticians, in many parts of

the world, have now shown that the high spectral

levels below 10Hz arise from a particular

interaction of ocean surface-waves and are thus

highly wind dependent (Kibblewhite & Ewans,

1985; Kibblewhite & Wu, 1996).

Typical sea-noise spectra between 0.1-3kHz

and wind speeds 5-30ms
_1

, incorporating this low
frequency component, are shown in Fig. 10.

These infrasonic acoustic components are

responsible for microseism activity which often

obscures recordings of seismologists. Acousticians,

however, are learning to exploit them to

advantage. We have recently used them to

measure the spectral properties of an offshore

wave climate, using seismic sensors on land

rather than the more expensive and vulnerable

wave-riders at sea. It has also been shown
theoretically, that certain properties of the

sea-noise in this part of the spectrum are uniquely

suitable for the location of oil and gas bearing

E tf'Av't i:.- -

FIG. 10. Typical sea-noise spectra (0.1-3kHz) for wind speeds 5-30ms"
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structures on the world's continental shelves. This

component may therefore become critical in the

search for future energy reserves (Kibblewhite &
Wu, 1996).

DISCUSSION

It is clear that the 'Silent Sea' is anything but

quiet, and instead displays the output of many
contributing acoustic sources. Some of these

result from environmental factors; others from

biological and geophysical activity, while others

are man-made. Perhaps the most intriguing,

however, are those produced by cetaceans. These

signals are of particular interest given that some
display characteristics of language (Noad et al.,

2000), the development of which has been one of

the major achievements of the human race. The
sounds that we recorded in the 1950s and early

1960s are now an important feature of modern
research following the recognition of Northern

Hemisphere humpback whale song in the early

1 970s (Payne & McVay, 1971) and again in New
Zealand waters by Helweg et al. (1998).
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